
SparkSpark
by Sarah Beth Durst J Durst
Discovering that their country's idyllic weather comes at a steep secret
cost, a gentle student at lightning school and her unlikely storm-beast
companion recruit fellow students to defy authority and expose the
truth.

*Silv*Silver Batal and the Wer Batal and the Water Dragon Racesater Dragon Races
by Kristin Halbrook J Halbrook
A young desert-dweller's dream of becoming a water dragon racer
comes true when she befriends a rare dragon that can both swim and
fly, in a fantasy adventure inspired by Middle Eastern culture.

*Dragon*Dragonwwatchatch
by Brandon Mull J Mull
A debut entry in a spin-off sequel to the Fablehaven series follows the
broken alliance between humans and dragons that have come to regard
dragon sanctuaries as prisons.

*Dragon M*Dragon Mountainountain
by Katie Tsang J Tsang
When 12-year-old Billy Chan finds out his parents are sending him to a
language and culture camp in the middle-of-nowhere China, he can't
imagine anything worse. He's not expecting to become friends with
fellow campers Dylan O'Donnell, Charlotte Bell, and Liu Ling-Fei. And
he's definitely not planning to meet any dragons.
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The Dragon with a Chocolate HeartThe Dragon with a Chocolate Heart
by Stephanie Burgis J Burgis
After drinking enchanted hot chocolate, a brave young dragon is
transformed into a twelve-year-old human girl with a passion for
chocolate.

*Dragon Ops*Dragon Ops
by Mari Mancusi J Mancusi
Invited to be beta testers at a fully immersive augmented-reality video
game theme park, two siblings and their cousin find themselves trapped
in a virtual environment that has been taken over by rogue AI dragons .

*DragonCaptiv*DragonCaptiveses
by Lisa McMann J McMann
A debut entry in a spin-off series to The Unwanteds follows the
adventures of identical twins Fifer and Thisbe, whose amazing but
uncontrolled magical abilities cause a terrible accident before they are
enslaved by the evil ruler of the dragon land.

DragonfellDragonfell
by Sarah Prineas J Prineas
When a factory owner comes to Rafi's village and accuses the boy of
being 'dragon-touched,"' Rafi sets off on an adventure to save his home
and discover the truth about dragons, and himself.

*The Dragonet Prophecy*The Dragonet Prophecy
by Tui Sutherland J Sutherland
Determined to end a generations-long war among the seven dragon
tribes, a secret movement called the Talons of Peace draws on a
prophecy that calls for a great sacrifice, compelling five appointed
dragonets to fulfill a painful destiny against their will.

EEmber and the Ice Dragonsmber and the Ice Dragons
by Heather Fawcett J Fawcett
Transformed by her adoptive magician father from a dragon into a girl,
Ember is unable to completely hide her dragon qualities and is sent to
live in her eccentric aunt’s Antarctica research station, where she
sabotages an annual dragon hunt.

The Dragon EThe Dragon Egg Princessgg Princess
by Ellen Oh J Oh
The We Need Diverse Books co-founder and author of the award-winning
Spirit Hunters series draws on Asian culture in the story of a poor ranger
and a lost princess who team up in a magical forest to save their worlds
from a long-forgotten evil.

*The Boy Who Grew Dragons*The Boy Who Grew Dragons
by Andy Shepherd J Shepard
Discovering a strange old tree at the bottom of his grandfather’s garden,
young Tomas is astonished when a baby dragon hatches from one of the
tree’s fruits, challenging him to manage the responsibilities of caring for
all the tiny, fire-breathing pets that hatch from the dragon fruit tree.

The Dragon in the LibraryThe Dragon in the Library
by Louie Stowell
The Wizard in the Woods finds reluctant reader Kit discovering her
wizarding powers and the magic she can wield through books to help
save the local library, and its resident dragon, from a power-hungry
tycoon.

*The Dragon W*The Dragon Warriorarrior
by Katie Zhao J Zhao
Training in secret when the Jade Society shuns them for their half-
Chinese heritage, 12-year-old Faryn Liu conquers a demon in San
Francisco’s Chinatown before resolving to prove herself by finding the
gods’ island home before the end of the Lunar New Year.
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